Gas phase transport in gravity sewers--A methodology for determination of horizontal gas transport and ventilation.
A method was developed for determination of horizontal gas transport and ventilation in gravity sewers. This was achieved by changing the composition of the sewer atmosphere by pulse injection of oxygen gas and subsequently measuring the oxygen concentration in a downstream manhole. Conventional tracer techniques may require sampling and may also affect the environment. The method developed is simple, based on direct monitoring and without environmental or toxic effects. The method was developed based on measurements in an intercepting gravity sewer. The horizontal gas transport processes were quantified by measuring the velocity and dispersion of the gas in the sewer atmosphere. Based on 54 measurements, the gas velocity was found to vary between 0.05 and 0.22 m/s. The coefficients of dispersion were calculated to be in the range 0.05 to 1.1 m2/s. Climatic conditions did not significantly influence the gas phase transport.